This paper is concerned with the problem of placing N points on the unit sphere in E so as to maximize the sum of their mutual distances. A necessary condition is proved which led to a computer algorithm. This in turn led to the apparent best arrangements for values of N from 5 to 10 inclusive.
How does one place A points on the surface of the unit sphere in E3 so as to maximize the sum 5(A) of their mutual distances? This problem and its generalizations to Em have a rich and extensive literature. A sample is given in the references. For m = 2 the solution is the regular A-gon with sum Acot(7r/2A) [6] . It is also known that the regular A + 1 simplex inscribed in the unit sphere in EN is optimal. Thus, the regular tetrahedron gives S(A) = 9.79796. For A > 4 in E3 the problem is still open.
In [3] a similar problem was considered: Place A points on the surface of the sphere in E3 so as to maximize the volume of their convex hull. The technique used was to find the best position for a point, relative to the other points, so as to maximize the volume function. This allowed for a complete solution of the problem up to A = 8; and in particular, the solution for 8 points agreed with a candidate obtained by a computer search in [8] . An attempt to use this approach for the mutual distances problem leads to the following.
Lemma. Let px, . . . , pn be points on the unit sphere S in E3. Let f: S -► R be defined by f(x) = 2"= x \x -p¡\. If f has a maximum at p, then p = q/\q\ where q = V?=x(p-pi)/\p-pi\.
Proof. Since grad f(x) = 2"= j (x -p¡)/\x -p¡\, then the normal to S at p, that is, p itself, must be a positive multiple of grad/(p), and the conclusion follows.
This lemma gives the position of the point p as a function of p itself. Nonetheless we have used this lemma as a basis for an iterative program whereby each point is repeatedly moved in an attempt to improve its position so as to satisfy the condition of the lemma. Naturally p¡ should be moved in the direction of <7/= Z iPj-Pi)/\P,-pi\.
We found that simply replacing p¡ by q//\qi\ is adequate. Our results are summarized in Table 1 . 0.00000
